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1. Introduction

This article is devoted to the study of ideas about the otherworld as seen in the Kalmyks’ culture from an ethnolinguistic point of view. Ideas about the otherworld have existed in the human consciousness since ancient times and are central as they are connected with the persistence of a person’s soul after death, including the place where the souls of the deceased go and where the souls of their ancestors are located. The location of this world is very interesting, i.e. the toponomic location, e.g. above (in the sky, on a mountain), below (underground), it can be located on different sides of the world. As a rule, among Central Asian and northern peoples, the otherworld can be located in the west or in the north. However, various models of the otherworld exist and are no exception, where the afterlife may appear like the earthly world, or its opposite, i.e. everything happens in the other way around. All this is closely connected with funeral and memorial rites. This paper presents the main characteristics of the afterlife as perceived by the Kalmyks, reflecting the most common images represented in the Kalmyk culture. Important symbols of the Kalmyks’ world view are considered, such as a road, a door, a threshold, which are related to the journey to the world of the dead.
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2. Problem statement

Ideas about the otherworld are important because they occupy an important place in traditional culture. They belong to interdisciplinary research and are at the junction of different fields of science, such as: ethnology, psychology, cultural studies, and linguistics. The study of this issue from the perspective of ethnolinguistics is relevant as the idea of the “otherworld” in a people’s culture belongs to the most ancient and most complex of mythology. They are closely related to the funeral and funeral rites as they are directly related to the sendoff of the soul to the world of the dead. The key roles in the funeral rites are played by the road, a door, and a threshold. These elements perform important sacral and ritual functions, because they are symbols of borders, and their closure or destruction prevent the soul of the deceased from returning. Ideas about the otherworld, its location, and the road to the afterlife are among the most important sources for the reconstruction of the ethic picture of the world. The relevance of this study lies in the fact that this issue has extremely low illumination, although it seems to be an important component of religious views and funeral rites of the pre-Buddhist era.

Ideas about the otherworld have a pronounced national and cultural characteristic as they are a reflection of the ethnolinguistic picture of the world. In this regard, it is necessary to focus attention on the fact that these ideas are influenced by religious beliefs and mythological stereotypes that exist in society. The ideas adequately and clearly convey stable forms of thinking and behavioral patterns of an ethnic group. Archaic myths about the ethnic structure of the world are projected in the ideas of the otherworld, which require correct interpretation that is done in accordance with established traditions.

3. Research Questions

The otherworld in the ideas of the Kalmyk people finds parallels and has much in common with other peoples of Central Asia and Siberia. Ideas about the afterlife are closely related to the mythology of the ethnos, which is “characterized by a multitude of ideas about the same object or phenomenon, which in modern logical thinking are perceived as figurative or metaphorical”.

The present work is devoted to the ethnolinguistic study of representations and funeral rites, which are based on the ideas of death as a transition to the otherworld. Moreover, the idea that the otherworld is located in a remote place, where it can only be entered after overcoming various obstacles. These representations are associated with the posthumous existence of the soul. Thus, it can be assumed that the path to the otherworld is a kind of liminal space and to overcome this space it is necessary to perform a correct number of ritual actions leading to the achievement of the goal, as well as to take certain measures in this earthly world. At the later stages of the development of the funeral and burial rites, the original meanings were lost, they began to weaken or be reconsidered, which led to the reduction of some representations about the afterlife and the road to the otherworld. There is currently no complete picture of the transition to the afterlife, and the full range of views of this process is blurred and only exists in fragments.

4. Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to investigate the otherworldly space that occupies an important place in the culture of many people, which helps to understand and comprehend the worldview of these peoples. This issue is of interest and requires research as it can expand the existing knowledge and shed light on some little-known points. The relevance lies in the fact that such topics rarely become the object of special research and are on the periphery of scientific research in Mongolian studies. This is due largely to a lack of necessary material. It is also relevant to give the main characteristics of ideas about the otherworld, since they are ancient and are based on folklore and ethnographic elements.

5. Research Methods

The methodological basis of the study was systematic and complex, which involved a comprehensive study of the material related to certain every-day, ethnographic realities, including the study of facts and phenomena in all their diversity. This allows for a comprehensive study of the problem. The collected material was reviewed on the basis of the principle of a systematic approach.

---

6 Findings

It is not possible to reconstruct a fully unified idea of the afterlife among the Kalmyks, as well as among other Mongolian peoples because there is no unified set of knowledge about a person’s place of residence or his soul after death. In this regard, in order to restore a more complete picture, it is necessary to rely on the ideas of the afterlife of the neighboring Turkic and Tungus-Manchu peoples living next to the Mongols, whose worldview often has similar characteristics and parallels. The otherworld among the peoples of Central Asia and Siberia is often represented as either an underground world or a heaven. Less often there is another representation of the afterlife, that of a parallel existence. Thus, according to some ideas of the Mongolian peoples, which have similarities with the worldview of the Altai Turks, the otherworld or the underground kingdom of the dead is located below, where Erlik-khan is the main one. Also, the afterlife can be located on a certain side of the world. As a rule, the east or the sunrise is associated with the world of the living people, while the west or the sunset is associated with the world of the dead. The Turkic peoples of Siberia may have the kingdom of the dead in the north or in the west in addition, they have a belief that good people ascend to Heaven, and sinners descend into the underworld. According to the ideas of the Mongolian peoples, the north is also “endowed with a spectrum of negative meanings. This side of the sky is the residence of black evil deities who send people all kinds of misfortune - diseases, bad weather, death”.

The spread of Buddhism among the Mongolian people did not exclude the parallel existence of the former religious ideas of the Kalmyks. For example, according to more archaic ideas, the king of the dead may have nothing to do with the underworld, but is in a “different dimension” in direct proximity to the world of the living, and its exact copy. Ideas about the otherworld help to reconstruct the material of funeral and funerary rites, which are also an important source for analyzing ideas about the otherworld. Such rites often include certain elements of farewell to the deceased. Such elements can include items that are placed with the deceased as an escort, such as animals, etc. The localization of the afterlife can be determined by funeral rites, as it can possess a specific character. For example, among the Mongolian peoples, “otherworld” and the road to it were presented quite definitely, “otherworld” can be located behind high mountain passes, deep rivers.

Among the Mongolian people, life did not end with death, it was perceived as a transition to the otherworld where life or existence could be eternal. The Kalmyks believed that the soul of the deceased could be reborn in another body, or it continues to live in the afterlife. According to the cultural etiquette of all Mongolian peoples, death was usually spoken of allegorically, using various paroemias. When a person died, it was usually said “səkəran hədə “found the best”, “səqən hədə “changed the body”, “nasən nəzə “lived the allotted year”. The Kalmyks believed that only physical death had occurred and said: səmən yərə “let out his breath”4, or səkmən yərə “to take his last breath”, “nasən ańə “to take, take his age”, “nasən bənə “to use up his age” (to die of old age, about people who passed away in old age), or, for example, “nəx sarıni dəmət gənə “to die, having been ill for a month”5, where the word “səngə “to die” (in relation to people), the basic semantics means “to pass, to pass by; to hold out, to reach a certain limit”.

Whereas the verb bəkə “to die”, expressing a specific meaning, is used less often in the Kalmyk language to denote the death of a person, this lexeme is more often used in relation to animals, birds, insects, etc. If it is applied to a person, it has a contemplative and pejorative character, such as, for example, “dead” (like a dog).

The existence of the afterlife world in the Kalmyk language is also expressed allegorically: sənən ornə “to be reborn in a better world”, bələr “to become a deity”. Burjats (related people to Kalmyks) are also expressed about the other world indirectly, for example: hoito türəle təbi/ůrən/gazər “world/place/land of subsequent birth”, daldyn őrən təbi/ůrən/gazər “hidden world/place/land”, zəyənəi gazər “the world of spirits”, bərəhənə təbi/ůrən “the world/place of the gods”, dəbə egeseyde təbi/ůrən/gazər “the world/place/land of the ancestors”, etc.6 The same thing is observed in the Mongolian language: nəgədər erönțə “the afterlife” (literal. other world), hoito nas “afterlife” (literal. later years), etc.

After death, it is customary not to take out the body of the deceased through the doors, but several people lift the latticework of the yurt where the deceased is, put a basket under it, and through this hole under the lattice take out the deceased. They can also take the deceased out through the opening between the door and the wall of the yurt, in order to prevent the return of the deceased’s soul.

The door and the threshold are semantically significant objects of the dwelling in the Kalmyks’ ideas. They separate the residential and cultivated space from the surrounding undeveloped and wild space. They are the boundary of the outer and inner worlds. In ritual and ceremonial practice, these border objects are the place of magical actions aimed at protecting the inhabitants of the house and important moments in the life of members of the house (childbirth, wedding, death) and in everyday life. They symbolize the boundary of the living space through which communication with the outside world takes place. Kalmyks often hang amulets on or near the door to protect the yurt from unclean forces. The door served as an object of various rituals. Burjats, going hunting, uttered the following words: oron ozyň üldigə ongolla hərəla/Orohom ol ozyň yavval hərəla “Open the doors of prey for me/When I leave with full toroks (a bag)/Close the doors of loss behind me/When I enter, give me the loot”7.

An important border locus was the threshold. It was a place of family rituals, like a door it divided the space into “its own” and “someone else’s” (due to its location at the exit of the dwelling) because people who come bring, carry away or spread prosperity, happiness, good luck, illness, etc. In some cases, the deceased can be carried out through the door, but then the threshold or its substitute object should be destroyed, for example, a stick is placed on the threshold, which is broken after removal. It symbolizes its destruction and makes it impossible for the soul of the deceased to return. Since the soul of the deceased must reach the designated place, it was necessary to organize a long journey for it properly. As the road in the afterlife world is unclear, it was necessary to make sure that the soul left the body. For this, ashes were usually sprinkled at the threshold, this is done in order to understand whether the soul has left the body or not: “the dead man himself does not realize,” say the Kalmyks, “that he is dead, and to make sure whether he is alive or dead, he steps into the ashes of the hearth, and if there is no trace on the ashes, it means that he died”8.

10 Boštančeva T.G. Magical poetry of the Kalmyks: Research and materials. P. 93.
11 Todorov B.H. Dictionary of the Oirat language of Xinjiang (according to the versions of the songs “Dzhangara” and the field notes of the author). P. 272.
This is due to the fact that relatives are afraid of the return of the deceased as the deceased does not accept his current way of existence and tries to return, for this «the funeral party take another road back from the cemetery to confuse the dead man, they hasten away from the grave and purify themselves as soon as they reach home; means of transportation (sled, cart, etc. — all of which will also serve the dead in their new country) are destroyed in the cemetery; finally the roads to the village are guarded for several nights and fires are lighted»

According to Kalmyk beliefs, as well as other Mongolian and Turkic peoples, people dying, fall into the otherworld. The owner of the otherworld is Erlik, or Erlik Nomin-khan, the lord of the kingdom of the dead and the supreme judge in the afterlife. His possessions are underground, and according to the Kalmyks, his kingdom is located in the west, in another dimension. Also, he has many assistants, there are clerks, judges, etc. There is a special staff of spirit messengers who go for the souls of the dead, take them to the realm of the dead and pronounce judgment on their souls. The owner of the otherworld can also send severe diseases, epidemics.

The name of the owner of the underworld is mentioned in everyday speech: «Erlig avg čamağo ‘damn you’ (literal. let Erlik take you away), also the name of the lord of the other world is used to express death, for example: «Erligin irvâ ‘death came to him’ (literal. the lord of the other world Erlik came), «Erligin elč irvâ ‘it’s time to die’ (literal. the messenger of Erlik-khan came), «Erligin elčin irhd beln bâñh ‘be ready to death’ (literal. be ready for the arrival of Erlik-khan’s messenger).»

After death, the soul can stay near the body for a while, before going to Erlik Nomun-khan for trial. After death, the soul can stay near the body for a while, before being ready for the arrival of Erlik-khan’s messenger.

Kalmyks tried to ease a person’s journey on the road to the otherworld. For example, recorded by the Western Buryats, the path to Erlik-khan, the lord of the kingdom of the dead, is very distant and dangerous, there are high mountains, deep rivers, the road can be blocked by rocks, the path is not easy, it can be overcome by souls under the protection and accompaniment of their ancestors. Similar ideas existed among the Kalmyks, so on the way to Erlik-khan, the human soul encounters various obstacles on its way, these may be forests, lakes, seas, wild animals, poisonous snakes, which cause great trouble and difficulties. In order to make the road easier, it is necessary to illuminate it, for which they maintain a fire in the caravan of the deceased every night for a certain period of time, placing a lamp in front of the gods-burkhans. Relatives should not cry, as tears turn into lakes and seas, which complicates the path further.

Among the Mongolian peoples, it is not recommended to mourn a deceased person much. It is believed that the deceased may have certain difficulties (see above), this can be noted among the Buryats: «one Buryat woman, after her husband’s death, cried a lot about her late husband, who left her with young children. One day she saw her husband in a dream; both front hems of his coat were wet; the soul of the deceased barely walked under the weight of wet hems. Her husband angrily forbade his wife to cry, because from her tears the hem of his fur coat becomes heavy ‘If you cry, he told her, I will take you to my place’. From that time on, this Buryat woman stopped crying about her dead husband, fearing to die».

The Kalmyks have a saying: «daalag deer čolü uzgühlä tülägd bû, höönk haałğaŋ cagän bûnoñ [author’s field materials] ‘when you walk along the road, if you see a stone, you need to remove it, then the road will be successful (after death)’. Such worries are obviously related to the fact that not all souls can reach the king of the dead Erlik Nomin-khan. This can happen for many reasons, according to the Kalmyks, the priests who served the memorial service of their ancestors did not properly direct the soul along the right path. According to the clergy, this may be due to the fact that relatives were mercantile and sacrificed poorly to the clergy. Such wandering souls were equated with evil spirits, as they do evil deeds, frighten people, etc. It is also important to note that ideas about the road to the otherworld which located in a remote space, where it is necessary to overcome obstacles to reach the destination. The road in the Kalmyks’ ideas is a kind of minimal space and to overcome it people should perform certain rituals leading to the achievement of the goal, as well as to take measures in the earthly world. Most of the rituals for the transition to the afterlife have not been preserved at present, and this problem is of interest and requires further research.

Kalmyks tried to ease a person’s journey on the road to the otherworld, «snowadays, before burial, old people wear soft shoes, which is regarded as providing convenience on the way, and everyday worn shoes are put next to the coffin, having previously untied or removed the laces and unbuttoned the fasteners». It also says that «it is impossible to put new shoes on a deceased person, because in the world of the dead it will become completely old and fall apart (the ideas of the mirror image of the other world are reflected); new shoes will press the feet and hinder progress in the other world». To ease the way, «the deceased is dressed in prepared clothes, having previously unbuttoned or cut off all the buttons, untied or removed the laces from the shoes», all this is done so that it would not be difficult for the deceased in the next world and easier to get to the place.

There is fragmentary information about obstacles encountered on the way to the otherworld. For example, recorded by the Western Buryats, the path to Erlik-khan, the lord of the kingdom of the dead, is very distant and dangerous, there are high mountains, deep rivers, the road can be blocked by rocks, the path is not easy, it can be overcome by souls under the protection and accompaniment of their ancestors. Similar ideas existed among the Kalmyks, so on the way to Erlik-khan, the human soul encounters various obstacles on its way, these may be forests, lakes, seas, wild animals, poisonous snakes, which cause great trouble and difficulties. In order to make the road easier, it is necessary to illuminate it, for which they maintain a fire in the caravan of the deceased every night for a certain period of time, placing a lamp in front of the gods-burkhans. Relatives should not cry, as tears turn into lakes and seas, which complicates the path further.

Among the Mongolian peoples, it is not recommended to mourn a deceased person much. It is believed that the deceased may have certain difficulties (see above), this can be noted among the Buryats: «one Buryat woman, after her husband’s death, cried a lot about her late husband, who left her with young children. One day she saw her husband in a dream; both front hems of his coat were wet; the soul of the deceased barely walked under the weight of wet hems. Her husband angrily forbade his wife to cry, because from her tears the hem of his fur coat becomes heavy ‘If you cry, he told her, I will take you to my place’. From that time on, this Buryat woman stopped crying about her dead husband, fearing to die».

Funeral rites are based on the idea of death as a transition to the otherworld which located in a remote space, where it is necessary to overcome obstacles to reach the destination. The road in the Kalmyks’ ideas is a kind of minimal space and to overcome it people should perform certain ritual actions leading to the achievement of the goal, as well as to take measures in the earthly world. Most of the rituals for the transition to the afterlife have not been preserved at present, and this problem is of interest and requires further research.
A cave or a hole in the ground can serve as an entrance to the otherworld: “a certain person got into the underworld through a hole in the ground”33. Holes for the entrance to the afterlife could be trees with a crooked trunk, so once a strongman “servants of Erlen Khan was held under a crooked tree inclined to the northeast, and he, becoming invisible, was able to go to another world to serve the ruler of the world of the dead”34.

The ideas about the afterlife may differ among different ethnic groups, but often the otherworld in folk representations is a copy of the real world, the deceased live there in villages, work, hunt, marry, the landscape can also copy the realities of this world, “their” world37. According to popular ideas about the “otherworld”, existence is ordinary, resembles the real world in many ways: “descriptions of the existence of the deceased and their occupations (the latter in most cases is reported that the deceased in the “otherworld” continue to do the same things they did while alive - for example, a chauffeur, educator, stove maker and after death are engaged in their professional activity” are quite stereotypical38. The otherworld seems similar to the earthly one, people or their souls retain the same needs as in earthly life, food, clothing, etc. So there is a custom to include with the dead things they need, food, greetings and messages about important events in family life. You can also make various offerings or give alms to the poor39.

The Kalmyks believed that offerings should be made regularly, otherwise the souls of deceased ancestors would remind them: “They will find out who made the offering and on what day they are waiting for commemoration: Kezänä kökšüd iigäd kelvä. Kezänä änts, kökšüd ašänd kan keltä bëllä. Èndnä hörd, öggiän kàn keltä bëllä na bëllä, na bëllä. Tägä keltä bëllähänä. Tägäkläd meänd kemb öggiäl. Tägäd médäd bëllä. Neg negäd kelvä: “And endr mini kökšän hot öggiäl. Dákäd nänd dal elgn-sadn, ah-dù dàlë bëllänà” gyrdäl keltäbäd. Iigäd üksn kùn kelvä. Neg negän höord iigäd kelvä. Íräd suadžn iigäd, suadžd bëllm, ükkäla hot öggn änts. Also, sedncn kügäldä bëllähänä, hot ögäd òdr. Zoñ bolhäl, Cagan bolhäl, sar kezà yärhäl, sän òdr bëllzän, macq òdr bëllzän, iigäd médäd ‘the old people have been talking for a long time. It's been a long time since people, old people, told this in the evenings. They gather, the dead, and say: ‘Ouch, they made an offering to me today, they gave it to me’. That's what they say. They also know who made the offering. That's how they find out. They share: ‘My son brought me food today. I also have many relatives, many brothers’, they say. That’s how the dead talk. That's what they say among themselves. They come and sit like this, they sit together, waiting for those who commemorate them. They also wait for the days when they make an offering. When Zul (New Year’s holiday) happens, when Tsagan-sar (Spring Festival) comes, when the month begins, when an auspicious day happens, the day of matzg [fasting] happens, everyone knows so”40.

In addition to helping beggars and the poor, the Kalmyks have a practice of making offerings through priests or making gifts to Buddhist temples to meet the needs of the deceased, since Kalmyks believe that priests are intermediaries between the souls of the deceased and relatives and, thus, one can achieve the goal. Offerings were made in the form of tiled tea, pretzel, clothing or cloth, as well as in the form of expensive fur coats41. Animal sacrifices can be made to temples: sümnd esklä hurld bärc bolgad. Er kün ö, kün ögnä, öngrsn kùn änts, kùn ödr. Zul bolhäl, Cagan bolhäl, sar kezà yärhäl, sän òdr bëllzän, macq òdr bëllzän, iigäd médäd ‘the old people have been talking for a long time. It's been a long time since people, old people, told this in the evenings. They gather, the dead, and say: ‘Ouch, they made an offering to me today, they gave it to me’. That's what they say. They also know who made the offering. That's how they find out. They share: ‘My son brought me food today. I also have many relatives, many brothers’, they say. That’s how the dead talk. That's what they say among themselves. They come and sit like this, they sit together, waiting for those who commemorate them. They also wait for the days when they make an offering. When Zul (New Year’s holiday) happens, when Tsagan-sar (Spring Festival) comes, when the month begins, when an auspicious day happens, the day of matzg [fasting] happens, everyone knows so’43.

If the offering is made in the temple, then, as a rule, on the day of commemoration, the name of the deceased is written on a piece of paper, i.e. to a specific person: neg hälmg emgn kežäna üksn kùnd, ànts kùnd hot ögdän bëllänä. Sükdräm hot ögdän bëllänä neg kùnd bëllänä, ter kùnd öggi. Ön kùnd iigäd ànts bëllänä, ter öggi hot ter kùnd kùndgäd. Tägäd neg kögän emgn kelvä. Madn bolhäl, tiigä hûrăgän bëllänävän. Zergldän hûrn kùnd bëllänä... neg kùnd bïch kergtä. Madn ombänubn ñern bëllänävän. Ter hûrăgän kùrdà uga bâžïć. Hûrăgăn hûrvahä neg kûnd neg zale, neg kampät kùmn ‘one Kalmyk woman said: to dead people - at one time, many people do not need to make offerings of food. If we want to do it, we need to write a name of one person on paper - the one we want. If a lot of people are written on paper, then the offering of food to that person will not get. That's what an old woman said. We're recording everyone. We put twenty people on the list... but he needs to do it personally. And on the memorial day, we begin to list all the other [deceased] there. And, it turns out, it doesn't reach everyone. Well, yes, try to divide, one sip each and one candy goes to everyone41.

There is also an idea that, being in the other world, dead people will find out who made the offering and on what day they are waiting for commemoration: Kezänä kökšüd iigäd kelvä. Kezänä änts, kökšüd ašänd kan keltä bëllä. Èndnä hörd, öggiän kàn keltä bëllä na bëllä, na bëllä. Tägä keltä bëllähänä. Tägäkläd meänd kemb öggiäl. Tägäd médäd bëllä. Neg negäd kelvä: “And endr mini kökšän hot öggiäl. Dákäd nänd dal elgn-sadn, ah-dù dàlë bëllänà” gyrdäl keltäbäd. Iigäd üksn kùn kelvä. Neg negän höord iigäd kelvä. Íräd suadžn iigäd, suadžd bëllm, ükkäla hot öggn änts. Also, sedncn kügäldä bëllähänä, hot ögäd òdr. Zoñ bolhäl, Cagan bolhäl, sar kezà yärhäl, sän òdr bëllzän, macq òdr bëllzän, iigäd médäd ‘the old people have been talking for a long time. It's been a long time since people, old people, told this in the evenings. They gather, the dead, and say: ‘Ouch, they made an offering to me today, they gave it to me’. That's what they say. They also know who made the offering. That's how they find out. They share: ‘My son brought me food today. I also have many relatives, many brothers’, they say. That’s how the dead talk. That's what they say among themselves. They come and sit like this, they sit together, waiting for those who commemorate them. They also wait for the days when they make an offering. When Zul (New Year’s holiday) happens, when Tsagan-sar (Spring Festival) comes, when the month begins, when an auspicious day happens, the day of matzg [fasting] happens, everyone knows so”44.

Some groups of Slavs have the idea that the rich remain rich in the “otherworld”, and the poor remain poor45. The same thing is noted among the Mongolian peoples: “the soul of a rich man rides on the good horse on which he was buried, he wears the milk and drink milk”42. Some parts of the Kalmyk language are used in the Slavic language: neg künd bičh kergtä. Madn bolhäl, tiigä hûrăgän bëllänävän. Zergldän hûrn kùnd bëllänä... neg kùnd bïch kergtä. Madn ombänubn ñern bëllänävän. Ter hûrăgän kùrdà uga bâžïć. Hûrăgăn hûrvahä neg kûnd neg zale, neg kampät kùmn ‘one Kalmyk woman said: to dead people - at one time, many people do not need to make offerings of food. If we want to do it, we need to write a name of one person on paper - the one we want. If a lot of people are written on paper, then the offering of food to that person will not get. That's what an old woman said. We're recording everyone. We put twenty people on the list... but he needs to do it personally. And on the memorial day, we begin to list all the other [deceased] there. And, it turns out, it doesn't reach everyone. Well, yes, try to divide, one sip each and one candy goes to everyone41. 45

7. Conclusion

Thus, it is important to note that the ideas about the afterlife and the ways to the otherworld have been transformed, partially lost or reinterpreted. The Kalmyks have preserved only partial ideas about the otherworld and the way there, there is no complete picture of ideas, and only individual fragments are reconstructed that may contradict each other. Nevertheless, this article attempts to restore the ideas of the otherworld among the Kalmyks and other related Mongolian peoples, ideas which are archaic and have been preserved in parallel with the dominant Buddhist religious ideas. In the course of the study, only individual fragments of the Kalmyks’ afterlife were described and funeral
rites, within which such border symbols as the road, door and threshold, which play an important role in the representations of the Kalmyks with the involvement of data from other Mongolian peoples were considered. It should be noted that there are no unified ideas about the otherworld, they are contradictory and diverse. Nevertheless, further research will allow us to reconstruct the ideas about the otherworld, identify local features and highlight common features not only among the Mongolian peoples but also among other peoples of Central Asia and Siberia. The commonality of the idea of the other world is manifested in the localization of the afterlife and funeral rites have many common features, the presence of common mythological ideas about the other world with neighboring peoples. All this testifies that there are deep and archaic ethnocultural contacts and common views on the existing world. Therefore, research in this direction is of undoubted interest and leaves hope that many questions that remain open will be answered in the future.
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